
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Earth Day Community Screening of "Zero Waste" Hosted by the Korea Society
Goes Virtual

Seoul, South Korea – April 12, 2024 – Docu+, a leading impact film studio based in Seoul, is
pleased to announce its collaboration with The Korea Society in hosting a virtual community
screening of the acclaimed documentary "Zero Waste" in celebration of Earth Day on April
22nd, 2024. The event will be followed by an exclusive pre-recorded director's Q&A session.



As a company committed to producing impactful documentaries that address pressing global
issues, Docu+ is thrilled to partner with The Korea Society to bring "Zero Waste" to audiences in
New York City and beyond. Through compelling storytelling and insightful exploration, the
documentary sheds light on the urgent need for waste reduction and recycling initiatives to
combat environmental pollution.

The virtual screening of "Zero Waste" offers viewers a unique opportunity to engage with the
film's powerful message from the comfort of their homes. From showcasing innovative waste
management solutions to inspiring individuals to embrace zero-waste lifestyles, the
documentary serves as a catalyst for meaningful change and collective action.

Following the screening, attendees will have the exclusive chance to delve deeper into the film's
themes during a pre-recorded director's Q&A session. This intimate discussion with the
filmmaker provides a behind-the-scenes look at the inspiration and challenges behind the
creation of "Zero Waste," offering valuable insights into the journey towards environmental
sustainability.

"We are excited to bring 'Zero Waste' to audiences in greater NYC and worldwide in honor of
Earth Day," said Danny Kim, Director at Docu+. "Through this virtual screening and Q&A
session, we hope to spark dialogue and inspire individuals to take meaningful steps towards
building a more sustainable future."

The Earth Day Community Screening of "Zero Waste" is open to all members of the public
passionate about environmental conservation and sustainability. Viewers can register for the
event on The Korea Society's website and join the virtual screening on April 22nd, 2024.

Event Details:
- Date: April 21-22, 2024
- Time: [Include specific time]
- Location: Virtual event
- Registration:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScuh2bHLVBkLh0xStIBAOUiSVuVYKgEI_FnRJeN
WuL9VVn77g/viewform
For more information and to register for the Earth Day Community Screening of "Zero Waste,"
please visit https://www.koreasociety.org/arts-culture/item/1816-zero-waste
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About Docu+:
Docu+ is a Seoul-based impact film studio dedicated to creating thought-provoking
documentaries that address critical global issues. Through compelling storytelling and visual
storytelling, Docu+ aims to inspire audiences and drive positive change in society.
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